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The city is 
planning 
_________
(increase) the 
budget.

Back

to increase 



I’m not 
disappointed, I 
never really 
expected ________ 
(pass) the exam.

Back

to pass



The runner 
stopped________ (take) a 
rest.

Back

to take



The students 
insisted __________ 
(finish) their 
project.

Back

on finishing



The doctor 
recommended ________
(avoid) strenuous 
activity for the first 
few weeks.

Back

to avoid



My friend is very 
good _________
(play) the piano.

Back

at playing



They    were 
surprised 
_________
(find) their son 
still in bed.

Back

to find



I’ll put off 
_________ (call)
them until 
after I’ve 
spoken
to the 
personnel 
officer.

Back

calling



This book is 
too 
expensive. 
I can’t afford 
_________ 
(buy) it.

Back

to buy



You really can’t 
help _________ 
(feel) sorry for 
the poor guy.

Back

feeling



She avoided 
________
(ask) to help 
her sister, 
she
really hated 
it.

Back

being asked



She appreciated John 
_______ (help) her
with the homework.

Back

helping



My friend 
detests 
__________
(eat) pizza.

Back

eating



He decided _________get
a new job.

That’s 
strange. I 
don’t recall
_________ 
(meet) him.

Back

meeting



He denied 
________
(rob) the 
bank. 

Back

robbing



My cousin is bad_______
(use) computers.

John admitted 
______________ (steal) 
the car after his 
brother had been
arrested for the crime.

Back

having stolen



Amanda postponed _______
(take) a trip to Alaska.

Peter is said 
____________________ 
(choose) as the 
best-dressed man of 
the year. 

Back

to have been chosen



They arent’ used ________
(drive) manual transmission
 cars.

Ann claimed 
_____________ (invite) 
to 
Tom Cruise’s wedding 
while she was in 
America.

Back

to have been invited



Robert succeeded_______
(find) a good job.

The manager seems 
_____________ (get)
impatient with the 
interviewee,
look at the way his eye 
twitches.

Back

to have got



Tom is tired ________
(work) in the travel agency.

The suspect claimed 
______________ 
(watch) TV at the time 
of the robbery.

Back

to have been watching


